Dhana, peace currency∗
Currency is an economic good that can be exchanged with any other
economic good. It has a huge power. With currency you can govern the
world. Wars are made to keep this power. This way, currency has become a
war symbol. In order to turn upside down this reality, the Republic of the
Earth has asked Dhura, the body that issues Dhana and controls its
monetary system, to issue a Dhana coin for peace. Here it is.
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Actual legal tender currencies don’t have any real value anymore. If not legal tender would
be of no use. They’re like no-term bills. Central banks issue currencies with no real value and
make them enter circulation by purchasing goods and stock on the open market, especially
state securities.
Dhana is the currency of the Republic of the Earth. It is not and will never be legal tender.
There’s no need for it to be so, because it’s guaranteed by real values since it’s issue.
Therefore, the acceptance of Dhana will always be free and voluntary. Each inhabitant of
Earth at least 16 years old is assigned 100 Dhana, against the only reimbursement of the
issuing cost, different for each country, proportionally to the per capita average yield.
Alternatively to the issuing cost reimbursement, the 100 Dhana can be assigned in exchange
to 100 hours of work within five years from the assignation date.
The first 6 billion Dhana were issued on the 14th of June 2001, guaranteed by enterprise
capitals for a nominal value par to 150 billion Euros, 1 Dhana per 25 Euros. Further Dhana
were issued subsequently, always guaranteed by a value par to 25 Euros per Dhana. The
Dhana issued until now amounts to 315 billions (300 to be assigned and 15 for humanitarian
initiatives), guaranteed by a total value equal to 7,875 billion Euros. In order to face legal
tender currencies’ loss in purchase power, from the 7th of June 2005, Dhana has abandoned
the exchange rate par to 1 Dhana per 25 Euros ed has adopted the new exchange rate
equivalent to 1 Dhana per 1 gram of platinum 999/1000 (at the current exchange rates, 1
Dhana = 1 gram of platinum = approx. 25.5 Euros = approx. 31.2 US Dollars)
The maximum provided issue is 100 Dhana per each inhabitant of the planet at least 16
years old, plus a 5 per cent for humanitarian initiatives, for a maximum total of about 516
billion Dhana, which, according to the current exchange rates, makes a total value, equal to
13,158 billion Euros (16,099 billion US Dollars).
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